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Background Context

i) Debates amongst colleagues in The Free School in a New Dark Age about
reconciling unpaid labour in the interests of protest and social justice with the
necessity for a fair an equal wage when participating in events with colleagues who
are university employed and/or in receipt of AHRC, ACE or other forms of funding.

ii) Debates between colleagues in Free School, ArtsAgainstCuts and Precarious
Workers Brigade dealing with the paradoxes of being invited to speak about anti-
cuts actions in contexts which are either research-funded, take place in established
educational institutions (which charge student fees) or events which charge the
public for entry.

iii) the politics of inclusion and exclusion in the context of art and education.

Definitions

Protest Pedagogy - Teach-ins, alternative educational initiatives (such as The Free
University of Liverpool, The Really Free School, and Edufactory), the planning
weekends organised by ArtsAgainstCuts, and educational events organized by PWB
and other groups. In this context protest pedagogy can be defined as “pedagogy
about protest, through protest and in protest”.

Research Culture - a culture that has emerged in the UK over the last ten years in
the spaces (both concrete and cognitive) where art, ‘research’ and education
coincide (art schools, universities, public forums, symposia, conferences, research
centres, education departments in major museums and galleries, etc) and the
critical, discursive and theoretical practices associated with these spaces.

This research culture is built upon an institutionalised research economy which I
will speak about later.

The paradox of the title is an indirect reference to Willem Schinkel’s essay ‘The
Autopoiesis of the Artworld After the End of Art’ in which he writes about the
paradoxical self-constitution of the artworld.



Free School in a New Dark Age

Free School in a New Dark Age was informally established after a series of
preliminary meetings in 2008 as a reaction to the increasing cost of MA level arts
education; the institutional bias towards higher fee-paying (i.e. international)
students; rising student numbers with static teaching budgets; and a naturalized
culture of staff exploitation in art colleges (particularly of hourly paid Associate
Lecturers).

The ‘Free’ of Free School referred primarily to fees and costs, rather than ‘free’ in a
curricular sense. The principle question guiding the early meetings was how a low
or no-cost educational model could be built using the free cultural resources of the
city. We also wanted to be ‘free’ to address the political and economic dimensions
of the educational contexts in which we worked and studied and how they
impacted upon our understandings of art. We began to explore different models of
pedagogy that were less hierarchical and teacher-centric. We decided upon an
open proposal system whereby any participant could propose a class and take
responsibility for finding a no-cost venue to host it.

At one of the preliminary meetings the artist Dave Beech, who was speaking about
the idea of free and alternative arts education and his involvement with the group
FREEE, made a telling quip at the end of his presentation: “Will I be able to put this
in for the RAE?”

The RAE (Research Assessment Exercise) is a 5 yearly survey of the quality of
research being done at universities. It will be familiar to anyone who has been
involved in art education at HE level in the UK over the last few years. It is, as we
will see, one of the prime factors that has led to the emergence of what I’m calling
here a research culture.

Shortly after hearing about the Free School events from students who had attended
them, my line manager at Chelsea asked if I would like to bring the Free School
into the college. He wasn’t thinking about the RAE but how he could deliver more
teaching to students who annually complain about not having enough of it. “How
come we’re paying increased fees and we don’t have any teachers?” they ask every
year. And every year their numbers grow while the teaching hours remain the
same. Our response: “We don’t know where all the money goes? Senior
management salaries maybe? Or the cost of the move to the new building?”

It didn’t occur to my line manager that the setting up of a Free School was an act of
protest against precisely these recurrent problems. But why would he? He seemed
to have no clear idea how many hours he was working each week, whether he was
working more or less than he was contracted to. And if line managers are not
managing their own contractual time with any degree of clarity and transparency



how can they be responsible for over-seeing the time-management of those they
manage? Disciplined and transparent contractually negotiated time-management is
one of the few tools we have to resist the culture of exploitation within the colleges
and universities. My line manager’s approach was to use whatever free assets he
could get his hands on (such as shadow teaching, unpaid tutorials, lectures and
interviews conducted by former and present students), anything to keep the current
cohort from threatening to sue the college (as they have done pretty much every
year since 2005) and taking their grievances to the Dean. In the end, if he had to
do it himself, he would. *

*It is worth noting here that the peculiar power of ‘the gift’ in what Hans Abbing
has identified as ‘the exceptional economy of the arts’ also contributes to the
culture of naturalised exploitation in art colleges, where arts educators often work
beyond their contracted hours as if it were some kind of exemplary ‘sacrifice for
art’ (otherwise known as unpaid labour). For many young artists, eager to get a
foot-in-the-door of an increasingly competitive art system, working for free in
institutionalized arts environments is conflated with the ‘working-without-knowing’
that is generally understood as a defining quality of contemporary art making.

Emergence of the Research Culture

A group of academics in Australia recently published a paper for the equivalent of
HEFCE (Higher Education Funding Council) called ‘Future-Proofing the Creative
Arts in Higher Education’. Here’s a quote from the introduction: ‘It is expected that
the study will have contributed to the capacity of the sector to develop a high
quality, internationally competitive research culture.’

The emergence of a research culture in art and education in the UK is a
consequence of an earlier phase of similar ‘future-proofing’. Historically the
institution of the RAE in 1986 marked the beginning of the shift towards research in
arts education which meant that art schools had to begin competing for funding
with universities. The conversion of consortiums of art colleges into universities, of
polytechnics into universities and the development of practice-based PhDs in the
arts were all part of this general trend.

For the RAE (which is now called the Research Excellence Framework or REF)
institutions were invited to submit four ‘research outputs’ for each full-time member
of staff selected for inclusion. Teachers on fixed term contracts could not submit
their outputs for the RAE and were therefore not eligible as ‘research active staff’.
This led to a two-tier system in universities and research-active art colleges built on
the distinction between those staff who are deemed to be research-active and those
not. At Chelsea College of Art and Design, where I worked until recently, there was
a clear managerial bias towards what our last Dean described as the professorial



class (the cream of the research-active ‘faculty’). This two-tier system can lead, as
has been the case at Chelsea, to a devaluing of teaching relative to research.

On this note the University and College Union (UCU) are damning of the effects of
the RAE:

The RAE has had a disastrous impact on the UK higher education system, leading to the closure of
departments with strong research profiles and healthy student recruitment. It has been responsible
for job losses, discriminatory practices, widespread demoralisation of staff, the narrowing of
research opportunities through the over-concentration of funding and the undermining of the
relationship between teaching and research.

It is as a consequence of this shift that workers in arts education increasingly treat
any work they do outside the university as a potential ‘research output’ that can be
‘returned’ (hence Dave’s joke). This has led not only to a research economy in
which the value of these returns is measured against RAE standards but also to a
new mind-set amongst artist-educators, who increasingly tend to assess their work
in terms of its ‘returnability’. Returnable research outputs constitute the substance
of formal cultural capital in the research economy. Generally speaking teaching
has little or no returnable research value in this context.

The process has coincided with the development of practice-based models of
research in the arts. There has been a great deal of discussion and debate since the
early 90’s about this. It’s too broad and complex a topic to address here. The
important point to make is that the consideration of an artwork as research can also
imply the inverse; that research can be a form of art and, by extension, that
teaching - theoretically at least - can be a form of research and/or art. The
categories of art making, art teaching, art writing, art theory, art criticism and art
talking have tended to merge into the general category of art research.

Despite the increasing indiscernibility of between making, talking, teaching,
research and theorizing (or perhaps because of it) mechanisms must be put in place
to evaluate, demarcate and distinguish legitimate and culturally valuable works of
art/research from their unworthy shadows.

The RAE, the AHRC and funding bodies like ACE become the institutional arbiters
of what gets to be called research in a research culture while the established system
of the artworld operates as a peer esteem indicator of an art work’s relative
research value (regardless of whether or not the makers consider themselves
researchers or not).

The Theoretical Bit (omitted from the Slade talk due to time constraints)

This process coincides with distinct tendencies in recent contemporary art. Three of
these have been identified by the sociologist Willem Schinkel in his essay ‘The



Autopoiesis of the Artworld after the End of Art’ (2010) as: defamiliarization, self-
referentiality and relationalism. To these I have added ‘institutional critique’
Schinkel’s thesis, in a nutshell, is that contemporary art, despite all its
defamiliarizing and relational tendencies must uphold its self-referentiality as art in
order for the artworld to maintain its ‘relative autonomy’.

I’ll briefly sketch these tendencies in art historical terms.

Defamiliarization has a history that can be traced back to early modernism when
artists began to choose subjects which challenged the orthodoxy received from
tradition. Let’s say the tendency in the visual arts runs from the beginning of realism
(as epitomized by Manet’s painting of a bunch of asparagus) through Duchamp’s
ready-mades of the 1910’s and 20’s, to Warhol’s Brillo Boxes in the 1960’s and on
into the present in works like Martin Creed’s ‘Work No.850’ (in which runners
sprinted in 30 second intervals through the Duveen Galleries of the Tate Britain). In
short ‘defamiliarization’ refers to art that doesn’t seem like art to the audiences of
its time. Strategies of decontextualization are also part this tendency.

Self-referentiality is a tendency which is high modernist in its inception. It begins
with art that no longer makes reference to a world outside the artwork and
increasingly refers only to itself (or the traditions of which it partakes). Correctly or
not, Malevich’s Black Square is perhaps the most popular, iconic example in
modern painting. And as we know this tendency has continued onto the present
through various kinds of formalism (abstract expressionism, minimalism,
conceptualism) and other traditions of art for art’s sake.

Relationalism refers to art that engages the social dimensions of art. This tendency
can be traced back to the socially engaged historical avant-gardes, through the
social sculptures of Joseph Beuys and politically motivated performance art in the
1960’s, to  community-based arts practices and works associated with what
Nicolas Bourriaud has called ‘relational aesthetics’. Schinkel argues that
contemporary art currently takes the social as a referent that is then defamiliarized
as art. A good example of this would be Christoph Büchels ‘Picaddilly Community
Centre’ which was recently installed in the Hauser and Wirth gallery in London.

Although Schinkel doesn’t do so, I would also add institutional critique to this list
of defining tendencies informing the autopoieisis of the contemporary artworld.
Under the theoretical auspices of the latter, an act of ‘protest pedagogy’ could
legitimately be situated and recognized as an artwork or ‘returnable’ research
output.

The most programmatic way to do this would be to ‘frame’ the actions as an
interventionist artwork. This would re-secure the operational closure of the art/not
art system. A similar operation could be applied to returning ‘protest pedagogy’ as



a research output. But this would require formalizing the actions according to the
evaluative perimeters of the RAE.

Protest Pedagogy and the Anti-Cuts Movement

I first came to see the potential of protest pedagogy when David Burrows invited
Dean Kenning and myself to speak at the ‘ArtsAgainstCuts: Long Weekend’ as
representatives of The Free School in a New Dark Age. This protest planning
weekend grew directly out of the occupation of the Slade School of Art in
November 2010. The three planning weekends organised by AAC and other
affiliated groups have for me been the most inspiring examples of what protest
pedagogy can be: a combination of art school, alternative university, public
assembly, and action planning centre.

During a post-talk planning discussion the idea of doing something to interrupt the
Turner Prize award ceremony, which was happening the following week, came up.
I knew we had easy access to the Tate Britain from Chelsea College and so
proposed staging a teach-in which would serve as a pre-text for an occupation.
This was a logical application of the principles of the Free School in a New Dark
Age to the current anti-cuts protests. It is important to emphasize that this
intervention was proposed, developed and enacted using consensus decision
making techniques (i.e. there is no ‘author’ of such an action). If such initiatives,
events and actions were framed and positioned as ‘art works’ (or ‘returnable
research’) their pragmatic pedagogical and political value would be critically
compromised.

The Turner Prize Teach-in an the Politics of Artworld Inclusion and Exclusion

I would like to briefly summarise how the Turner Prize teach-in and occupation
amplified some of the contradictions at the heart of the established artworld,
particular in terms of what constitutes ‘peer-esteem’ in a research culture and how
mechanisms like the Turner Prize help to maintain the paradoxical self-constitution
of the artworld.

I asked Hayley Newman, a former work colleague who was very much involved in
the last RAE, how winning the Turner Prize (or having a show at an established
commercial gallery) would register on the RAE value scale. This is what she wrote:

Winning the Turner Prize or a show at White Cube in the old RAE system (the new system is called
the REF and I don't know much about it) would have been a top scorer in the RAE. The evidence is
seen to be in the fact that the work won the Turner or was shown at White Cube. I think this is
called something like esteem indication - the very fact that the work is being shown at Tate/White
Cube is seen as a national/international/global esteem indication. Which means the work is



important.

In the context of the Turner prize teach-in there is something very significant about
the quality of the prize-winning work. Suzan Philipsz’ sound-installation was
unanimously considered by colleagues, students and friends whom I work in the
arts and in art education as a rather weak work according to the criteria by which
we ordinarily evaluate art works at Chelsea. A standard pass at BA level was the
informal consensus. But I won’t labour that evaluation here. What I want to point
out is the deeply disconcerting contradiction between art research as a critical,
theoretical and scholarly practice and art making and exhibiting, the latter being
measured of equivalent value to the former according to the assumed peer esteem
of those already inside the established artworld (artists, gallerists, curators, patrons,
collectors, museum directors etc). This contradiction was, for me at least, at the
centre of the Turner Prize action.

The action of the occupiers was one which symbolically challenged their formal
exclusion from ‘private’ and ‘prestigious’ art world ritual of the peer-esteemed
constituency of the established artworld. The protesters chanted “Open the Doors,
Education is for All’, drawing attention to the parallel mechanisms of
inclusion/exclusion in the established art world and those that will operate through
the increasingly untenable cost of art education for all but the privileged few.

In short, such actions are directed precisely at the paradoxical spaces where art as
a critical, socially engaged, collective practice challenges the mechanisms (both
concrete and conceptual) by which a highly individuated, peer esteemed and
institutionally branded model of culture seeks to secure its social and political
closure. During one stage of the protest - the sit-down occupation outside the
Duveen gallery where the award ceremony was taking place - I had returned to the
college building to photocopy more of the flyers we were handing out to the Turner
Prize guests, explaining what the action was about (i.e. the planned tripling of
student fees caused by the withdrawal of public funding for arts and humanities
education at FE and HE levels - a decision based upon a report written by former
CEO of British Petroleum and chair of the board of Trustees of the Tate, Sir John
Browne - and planned public-sector job cuts in response to the ‘financial crisis’). At
that time I was contacted by phone by a journalist from The Guardian who had
been given my number by someone from AAC. I explained that I was an art school
lecturer in higher education, in my mid 40’s, someone who had benefited from
state-subsidised education, as had the majority of my peers in art education. I
explained my reasons for being involved in the action and decided, after being
asked, not to give my name or say where I worked.

Some time later, one of my students quizzed me quite rigorously about why I had
left the sit-down occupation and why I had not given my name to the press.



The first part was quite simple. We needed to get our message to people inside the
event and had given most of our flyers away to other protesters. In terms of my
refusal to give my name I explained that this was explicitly because didn’t want the
college to get any credit or recognition for the actions of myself or the protesters
(many of whom were students at Chelsea). I didn’t want credit for myself and I
didn’t want to have the action in any way take the form of something that could be
‘returned’ as research worthy. It was a collective action coordinated through
consensus with a variety of people, some of whom were affiliated with nameable
groups and some not. It was the will to enact a protest action against government
cuts to arts and education that brought us together. The actions that we are
engaged in were not done for the purposes of artistic recognition or peer esteem
(not, at least, in the normative, institutional sense), and as such are explicitly
antithetical to both the logic of the research culture and the parallel culture of
recognition within the established art world.

Of course, being involved in a protest action in the context of the contemporary
artworld is not going to be returnable unless, as already suggested, it was
configured as either an instance of research-in-practice or as a work of art, which it
was neither.

Summation

Broadly the issues I have been trying to address here might be usefully summed up
as a conflict between different modalities of cultural capital (‘established or formal’
cultural capital and ‘critical or counter’ cultural capital); the dynamics of their
distribution and exploitation in the realm of art and art education; their role in ‘the
exceptional economy of the arts’; how the differences between them have been
amplified in the context of the anti-cuts movement and protest actions; and what
this has to do with the paradoxical self-referentiality of the artworld in a research
culture.

John Cussans 19th Oct.2011/Jan.2012


